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ESEAELISBMMT OF GLACIER PEAK WBDERNESS AREA DRAWS DIFFERING OPINIONS
(from the Seattle Times)
Establishment of a ^58,505 acre Glacier Peak Wilderness area in the northern
Cascade Mountains of Washington was announced September 10 by Ervin L. Peterson,
assistant secretary of agriculture. The area designated as wilderness by order
of Secretary of Agriculture Benson, covers a roadless portion of Mount Baker and
Wenatchee National Forests, west of the head of Lake Chelan. Peterson said the
designation as wilderness area will assure its preservation in its natural state.
Lumbering and other commercial development will be prohibited, although certain
mining and prospecting will be permitted. No roads will be permitted, except "for
access tauorivate.property under mining laws.
CORRIDORS INCLUDED. Establishment of the wilderness area has been under study
by the Forest Service. The proposal was criticized in hearings both for going too
far and for not going far enough. Peterson said the wilderness area includes the
Agnes Creek and Suiattle River corridors, which the agency earlier had proposed to
leave out. In other changes from the original proposal, an area was added to include Shaef er Lake and 13 squaremiles v/ere added on the headwaters of Phelps
Creek. The Eellingham and Chelan Chambers of Commerce had opposed the wilderness
plan because they feared it would lock up areas which could be used for lumbering.
PROPOSAL INDORSED. The Seattle Chamber of Commerce had indorsed the proposal
generally, but opposed including certain timber areas. Conservation spokesmen had
urged including the Agnes Creek and Suiattle corridors. Peterson said the rugged
terrain would guarantee its preservation as wilderness, even without legislation
(OQHTIBUED)

-2proposed in Congress to give wilderness regions protection by statute rather than
only by administrative order. The area straddles the crest of the Cascades for
about 35 miles and averages 20 miles in width. Glacier Peak, 10,528 feet in elevation, is its central feature. The area contains many glaciers, lakes and rugged
mountain scenery.
Sharply contrasting opinions greeted the Department of Agriculture's decision
on the Glacier Peak "ilderness Area. Hike Lazara, chairman of the Seattle Chamber
of Commerce Forestry Committee, said many groups feel they were "sold down the
river." Patrick D. Goldsworthy, president of the North Cascades Conservation
Council, said the decision was a partial but welcome victory. He also said the
Forest Service headquarters in Washington, D. C., deserved praise for revising the
proposal of the Portland, Ore., regional office by adding the Agnes, Suiattle and
Chiwawa corridors. But a highly important approach corridor in the bhitechuck
Valley is left unprotected in the revised order, Goldsworthy added. Lazara said
"hundreds of millions of board feet of timber will be locked up forever." He said
this could result in further loss of employment in the State's forest industries.
CAMPERS AFFECTED. Among other groups who may be classed in the "sold down
the river" category, Lazara said, are "motorized campers" who will find their
access to recreation areas cut off. "People who like to carry their tents into
the forests are being penalized for the benefit of a small minority," Lazara said.
Both Lazara and Goldsworthy said their respective groups will meet soon to study
in more detail the effect of the decision and to consider possible moves. The
Forest Service office here said the Glacier Peak action increases the acreage of
designated wilderness areas in this state to l,385t596 acres. The national total
is 15,600,234 acres.
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DECISION OF THE SECRETAdTT OF AGRICULTURE
ESTABLISHING THE GLACIER PEAK WILDERNESS AREA
MT. BAILER AND WELWTCEEE NATIONAL FORESTS, WASHINGTON
It is the decision that the Glacier Peak '/ilderness Area, consisting of 4-53,505
acres in the Mt. Baker and V/enatehee National Forests in the State of Washington,
shall be established under the provisions of Regulation U-l of this Department.
Regulation U-l (36 CFR, 251.20) was adopted in 1939 to provide for the'establishment and management of Wilderness areas. Regulation U-l prohibits roads (except
for access to privately-owned property), commercial timber cutting, and other
kinds of resource use which v/ould be incompatible in the maintenance of v/ilderness
conditions.
The Glacier Peak Wilderness straddles the Cascade Divide for approximately J>0 miles
and averages about 20 miles in width. Glacier Peak - 10,528 feet in elevation - is
the fourth highest mountain in the State of Washington. More than 30 other peaks
within the area rise from approximately one mile to 8,800 feet above the intervening valleys. The Glacier Peak area is outstanding for its many glaciers, numerous lakes, and beautiful scenery. It offers an unusual cross section of forest
types and alpine flora. The area also has other values, including water production
and some two billion board feet of operable commercial timber. In addition, there
are potential mineral values, the extent of which is unknown at present. Should
these mineral values become important, they can be developed under the provisions
of the United States Mining Laws.
Public hearings were held in Bellingham, './ash., on October 13 and in Wenatehee,
Wash., on October l6, 1959- '^ae hearings were conducted by Mr. C. C. Carlson, a
member of the Office of the General Counsel of the Department.

-3One hundred and twelve statements were made at the two hearings and SEE additional
letters and telegrams, stating various opinions on the subject, were received in
the period February lo - October 30, 1959- T h e opinions expressed varied greatly,
with the majority favoring the establishment of a V/ilderness area.
The feature of the Forest Service proposal which received major comment was that
the boundary of the area was indented in several places to allow "corridors" extending toward the center of the wilderness. These corridors were intended to
accommodate public recreation use through the development of access roads, campgrounds, picnic sites, and resorts which would serve the general public as well as
furnish hikers and wilderness travelers easier access to the area. Additional
commodity utilization, including timber harvesting, also would have been permitted
in these corridors. The location and extent of the proposed corridors were the
subject of many expressions of public opinion. In general, the consensus was that
the corridors were too numerous and too deep. Prominently mentioned in this regard
were the SDT3TTLE, AGILES CREEK, PHFLPS CEEEK, IHITECPUCK, and WHITE RIVER corridors
which cut into the proposed wilderness for five to nine miles.
A review of the arguments, pro and con, regarding the establishment of this Wilderness area leads to the conclusion that the area covered by the attached description will serve the highest public value as a wilderness. The proposed SEIATTLE,
AGNES, and PHELPS corridors and the area around SHAEFER LAKE and its environs will
be included in the v/ilderness. These additions increase the size of the area established as the °"lacier Peak V/ilderness Area to 458,E05 acres.
The SUIATTLE corridor is judged to be more valuable for wilderness than for other
purposes because it is so closely associated with Glacier Peak. Timber harvesting
under normal silvicultural methods in the upper SUIATTLE VALLEY would detract materially from the wilderness environment in the vicinity of Glacier Peak and would
seriously imoair the view of Glacier Peak from such important vista points as
IMAGE LAKE and MINERS RITTE. The Suiattle, being a glacial stream, has low value
for fishing and public camping or picnicing, and the wilderness value of this
valley far exceeds its value for roadside recreation developments. Adequate opportunities for roadside recreation are available outside the V/ilderness boundaries.
The entire AG:JES corridor is placed in the Wilderness because the natural beauty
of the lov; valley floor is an integral part of the V/ilderness and forms a beautiful
approach to the high country beyond. The timber volumes involved are proportionately small in relation to the total operable commercial timber available. The
area is so remote from market and so difficult of access that timber values are lov;
for commercial purposes. The roadside recreation requirements can easily be provided in the near-by STEHEKIN VALLEY.
Boundaries in RAILROAD C1TE5K and V.TdlTE RIVER are approved as proposed in the notice
because these valleys are already occupied by roads and other developments; hence
are not suitable for wilderness. The boundary in the V/HITE CHUCK is approved because timber and roadside recreation values exceed the wilderness value and it is
believed that resource development and utilization willnot detract materially from
the adjoining wilderness.
The decision in this case involves basic land questions, because this area, like
most national-forest land has multiple resource values. V/ilderness is one important value. Operable commercial timber, amounting to over two billion board feet,
and the need for roadside recreation also are important. Since timber harvesting
or the development of roadside recreation are incompatible with wilderness, a
multiple use decision had to be made. In this case it was decided, on the basis of
all available facts, that v/ilderness is the predominant public value in the area
(CONTINUED)

being designated as the Glacier Peak Wilderness and that other resource utilization not compatible with wilderness enjoyment has to give way.
During the hearing spokesmen of several groups proposed that the general area
between CASCADE PASS' and the NORTH CASCADE ^REMITTEE AREA —referred to as the
CASCADE PASS-PJtBT CBEEK area — be added to the proposed Glacier Peak Wilderness
or be given some other protective status. This rough mountainous area has great
scenic attraction «• nd highly important recreation values. It also has other important resource value, and it is probable that a trans-mountain highway i-u.ll
"traverse it in the near future. It is believed that the ^58,505 acre Glacier Peak
Wilderness and the 801,000 acre NCPGTT CASCADE PRIMITIVE AREA will provide adequately for the wilderness needs of the national forests of northern Washington.
Therefore, the policy will be to manage the CAQCADE PASS^RUBY CREEK area primarily for preservation of scenic values and to open up and develop it for the use
and enjoyment of the large numbers of people who desire other kinds of outdoor
recreation and those who are ijnable to engage in wilderness travel. Recreation
uses, such as camping, picnicking, skiing, hunting, fishing, and enjoyment of
scenery, will be given primary consideration. Roads, vistas, resorts, ski lifts
and other developments needed by the public will be planned. Timber harvesting
and other resource utilizaion will be permitted to the extent that they can be
properly integrated and harmonized with the recreation and the protection of the
outstanding scenic attractions.
September 6, i960

/s/ E. L. Peterson
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture

'•HAT DO CONSERVATIONISTS DO NOW?
P. D, Goldsworthy
The Forest Service has closed the book on the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area
issue and has already moved toward reclasification of the North Cascades
Primitive Area into a North Cascades "ilderness Area. How should I react you
ask yourself. Should I be thankful we had two corridors put back into the
wilderness? Should I be glad that our opponents are vociferously claiming that
they have been "sold down the river"? We can say that our first inclinations
are to:
1. Commend the Forest Service for including the Suiattle and Agnes Valleys
within the Wilderness Area. Realize however, that Conservationists and
the Forest Service officials are aware of the weakness of this inclusion in that
the wilderness character of these "saved" valleys will go if the Kennicott
Copper Company asks for access roads to its mining claims near Image Lake (more
about this in a future N3C-NENS).
2. Criticize the Forest Service officials for excluding from wilderness
protection the only remaining virgin forest, at the head of the Whitechuck Valley and at the very base of Glacier Peak; criticize them for deciding
that this forest's use for logging exceeds its value as matchless scenery at the
foot of the majestic glacier clad mountain for which the "ilderness Area is
named. Note also the the most popular and heavily used "easy" wilderness trail
in the Mount Baker Forest, by Forest Service figures, will be destroyed and
replaced by one more road where the camper can grit his teeth on the dust from
logging trucks and watch the virgin trees which are his heritage disappear on
their way to feed the lumber and pulp mills.
3. Continue to support and request the study of the North Cascades of 'Washington by the Department of Interior and the dedication of an appropriate area into a national park. The Glacier Peak and future North Cascades
(CONTINTTED PAGE 8)

- -5UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE
GLACIER PEAK WILDERNESS AREA DEDICATION - 1960

-6PEDEFATr-N OP '.B1STOT OJTWOR CLUBS i-£EET
Conservation leaders and delegates from 19 outdoor clubs in Washington, 9 i n
Oregon, 9 i n California, 1 in Utah, and 1 in Hawaii met over Labor Day weekend at
Camp Parsons on the Hood Canal near Seattle, Washington. A total of 200 persons
registered for the convention. During the three days of meeting and conferences,
22 resolutions were adopted covering management by the Forest Service of trails,
primitive areas, wilderness classification under the new Multiple Use Act, and
forestry expansion and management of the National Park system, recreation, wildlife, water pollution, state parks, and billboards. Three of these resolutions
bear directly or indirectly upon problems in Washington's North Cascades.
They
may be summarized:
Resolution No. 1 - Reaffirmation of Policies
the Federation., .reaffirms
in i960 the positions it has taken as follows:
G. North Cascades
The Federation reiterates its belief:
97. That the Glacier Peak Wilderness Area, in the state of Washington, is
such an outstanding example of western wilderness that both the alpine country
and lowland timbered valleys (essentially the areas in the boundaries originally set forth in 1939) deserve permanent preservation (Res. No. 6, 195^; No. 5

1955; No. 5, 1956);
2. That the Glacier Peak wilderness Area proposed by the Forest Service
dated February 16, 1959. does not adequately protect the unique wilderness
features of the area, particularly the forested corridor approaches (Res. No.11

1959);
3. That much of the other North Cascades area between Stevens Pass and
the Canadian border may be of national park calibre.
Therefore the Federation reiterates its recognition of the national
park potential of the North Cascades (as covered in Res. No. 12, 1959 a n a No.
2, 1958) and urges that bills introduced and not acted upon during I96O (H.R.
9360, H.R. 93^2, and S. 298O) be reintroduced for consideration and favorable
action during the I96I session of Congress.
It is further resolved that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs
urges the Departments of Interior and Agriculture to cooperate in good faith
since these departments are each of a broader program to manage the public
lands of the United States for present and future generations.
Realizing also that the U.S. Forest Service is presently studying the
North Cascades Primitive Area for reclassification, the Federation reaffirms
its general criteria for designating vdlderness: in essence the Federation
urges the Forest Service to give serious consideration to protecting from
commodity utilization the wilderness core, including representative lowland
timbered valleys, and the periphery or threshold of the wilderness.
It is further recommended that to improve public understanding, the
Forest Service issue with its U-l recommendations, any U-3 designations and
recreation aspects of its multiple-use plan for the adjacent areas.
Resolution No. 2 - United States Forest Service
c. In recognition of the unique and urgent role of the Forest Service within the whole forestry complex, public and private, BE IT RESOLVED that the
Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs urges the Forest Service to stimulate by
'unprecedented means the acceleration of intensive forestry, in the light of the
following statistics concerning the nation's public and private forest lands:
lib million acres, one-auarter of these lands are poorly stocked or
nonstocked;
One-quarter of the national timber cut is not utilized;
Insects, disease, and fire consume annually some UU billion board
feet of growth;

-7Pifty-two million acres urgently need replanting;
to the end that the gross potentials of timber
growth will satisfy national requirements without
denying the need of complete ecological wilderness
units for public, scientific, wildlife, and water
multiple uses.
E. Wilderness Classification - Inclusion of
Forested Areas
With the recent passage of the iultiple-Use Act,
precedents for management of the National Forests
under the new legislation will be of great importance.
IT IS TPERETORE RPSOLvED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs
urges that the United States Forest Service and the Secretary of Agriculture
1. Give full consideration, under the provisions of the new law, to
vision of well-known Forest Service leaders of the cast such as
Aldo Leooold, "Bob" Marshall, F.C.Cleator, F.A.Silcox, and others
who foresaw the importance of wilderness experience in the multiple-use land -management policies of the service;
2. In reclassifying areas under U-l or U-2, will give, as a dominant
use, high consideration to the national heritage recognized in
the low as well as the high elevation wilderness, and
3- Give greater weight than apoears to have been given to the integral value of lowland forested areas adjacent to higher alpine
areas in wilderness classification;
4. To invite suggestions fron outdoorgrouos for rounding out the
National Forest Uilderness System.
Resolution No. 5 — National Park Expansion
A. Competition for Land. The Secretary of the Interior in his Williamsburg statement has called attention to the urgent need, owing to the increasing competition for land, to study and identify areas to be reserved for
rounding out of the National Park System. Under the Idssien 66 program, the
National Park Service is cooperating with agencies at all levels in preparing
its National Recreation Plan. The plan will be available to the Outdoor Recreation Resources Reviev; Commission and will assist in the analysis of recreation
resource problems in the United States.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs supoort
this effort to round out the national park system and commends the Secrtary of
the Interior for regonizing this urgent need and initiating action to meet it.
B. In the opinion of the Federation, a major point of the Williamsburg directive was that the park service management should keep clearly in view the
importance of preserving wilderness areas within the park system.
Resolution No. IS — Oregon Cascades
Recognizing the high scientific, scenic, and wilderness and carcamper recreation ootential of the Oregon Cascades Range from Mt. Jefferson Primitive Area
on the north to the Diamond Peak Wild Area on the south, the Federation commends the Oregon Cascades Conservation Council, organizing to instigate and
supoort action to assure that the preservation planning for this area be evaluated and effected by the best governmental skills of all the agencies available for this purpose.
IT Ir THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs encourage and supoort the Oregon Cascades Conservation Council in its goal.
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Wilderness Areas should serve, at least in part, as the Wilderness core of what
could be the most outstanding and beautiful national park of the country. Such
a program is not planned in retribution for forest Service action but is entirely independent and self justifying. With our growing population and the
increased interest in the outdoors, the National Park system must expand; but
where? Is the:© any question that the Forth Cascades with its superlative
scenery should be a candidate? The Park Service, in a"preliminary study, has
said such a park would "outrank in its scenic qualities any other national park,
present or future, in the country".
k. Becognize that, idrile a Glacier Peak "ilderness Area preserves URS.RCqp
acres, particularly if aided by the passage of the Wilderness Bill
(we hope in 1961), much of the remainder of the national forest, with the exception of future Wilderness Areas, where the scenery is equally outstanding if
not more so, will suffer scenic abuse under the multiple-use management of
renewable resources. For most of the untouched national forest we would not
contest timber harvesting but in those areas of superlative scenic quality we
must continue to seek adequate protection.
5. You can continue to help by:
a. Circulating petitions requesting that Congress pass legislation
authorizing a study of the North Cascades of Washington by the
National Park Service.
b. Arrange for "Wilderness Alps of Stehekin"(color, sound, 30 min.)
to be shown to organizations in your community.
c. Continue your membership and solicit others for us; numbers as
well as money help.
d. Bequest further information from us in he way of pamphlets,
lists of congressmen to write to, etc.
e. If you live in the Seattle area contribute some of your time
(typing, mailing, construction); let us know (LA 3-2029).

NORTH CASCADES PRIMITIVE .AREA TRIP
P. D. Goldsworthy
Four Conservation organizations from Oregon and Washington were invited
by the Forest Service to send representatives to participate last month in an
official field survey of the western half of the North Cascades Primitive Area.
This dedicated area, which extends along the Canadian border on portions of
both the Mount Baker and Okanogan National Forests, is scheduled to be reclassified, with modifications, as a Wilderness Area.
Harold Chriswell, supervisor of the Mount Baker National Forest, was accompanied by Hubert Wilson (Baker N.F. recreation staffman), Boss Files (Glacier
District Banger), Cal Dunnell (Skagit District Banger) and George Williams of
the Special Studies section, Division of Becreation, Pacific Northwest Regional (lib) office of the Forest Service in Portland.
Chriswell's guests consisted of Richard Brooks and William Zauche, each
representing the Mountaineers (Seattle), EdDolan of the Mazamas (Portland),
Roy Jensen of the Trails Club (Eugene, Oregon) and Patrick Goldsworthy from
the North Cascades Conservation Council (Seattle). Brooks, unable to accompany
the party for the entire trip, was replaced by Zauche for part of the trip.
August 20 was spent driving from Bellingham to Newhalem and traveling within the Skagit Ranger District by boat up Diablo and Boss Reservoirs to Little
Beaver Creek near the Canadian border and back. Driving up we were constantly
reminded of the hydroelectric power developments; the tank trucks and elaborate
trapping basins of the Puget Sound Power and Light Company whereby salmon are

-9captured end transported upstream by road to Baker Lake to huge artificially
constructed spawning beds; the Gorge Sam of Seattle City Light rising on the
Skagit River with its huge unsightly pile of excavated rock dumped upstream
so that much of it will be in view above the resevoirs surface; the barren,
bleached rocks in the dry bed of a ghost-river were formerly had raged the
Skagit River, now confined to a tunnel on its way to turn the turbines at Newhalem.
The western end of the North Trans Cascade highway is rapidly approaching
completion with the construction this summer of the Skagit River bridge. The
road has been graded to a point just above Diable Sam and the rocky canyon
walls cleared of vegetation in preparation for blasting for about "nother mile.
(See a future N3C-NFA/S for a feature article on this highway).
Leaving the road, we traversed the nonfluctuating Diablo resevoir with its
spectacular, moss covered, vertical cliffs and its numerous hanging gardens.
On Ross Lake we discussed the advisability of locating the "ilderness
boundary e t a higher water level that would result from an anticipated higher
Ross Sam. Two areas at the Canadian and the dam ends on the eastern shores of
Ross Lake were suggested as road end camps. They would be the only sizable
level areas along the shores; one at Hozomeen, reached.now by a road from
Canada; the other at Rowland Point to be accessible from the nearby future
Trans Cascade Highway.
Sunday, August 21 we were to have flown over the entire area to get an
overall perspective but low dense clouds and rain of a summer storm kept us
grounded.
Monday the party left the end of the road on Ruth Creek and rode on horse
back across Hannegan Pass and down the Chilliwok River. In succeeding days
we rode or hiked up Brush Creek to 'Whatcom Pass and down the Chilliwok River
to the Little Chilliwok River. This river valley was really a rain forest with
moss on the rocks and trees, devilsclub and vine maple. The remoteness of this
valley will protect its giganic cedars, many 8 feet in diameter, and its old
growth Douglas Fir will probably see its preservation as wilderness.
At Whatcom Pass we were guests of the Sierra Club, several of who's board
members were present to discuss with the Forest Service the latter's plan for
the area.
While we didn't visit the eastern end of the North Cascades Primitive Area
in the Okanogan National Forest, Williams and Chriswell described it to us.
Much of that country is a high grassy range country possessing ideal qualifications for a horse riding wilderness. In contrast with the rugged western
Cascades there is an abundance of range land, a feature which currently makes
it attractive for cattle grazing. Inclusion of this type of country in a North
Cascades Wilderness Area seems highly desirable to provide for horse travel
which can only be truely enjoyed in a wilderness.
In general, at this stage the Forest Service expects to propose boundaries
of a North Cascades Wilderness Area to along a more logical location on geographical features rather than their present location along section lines. The
suggestion that three different Wilderness Areas be designated rather than one
does not seem advisable. The integral unit of one dedicated large area will be
much easier to establish as an adequate 'Wilderness Area, its value being enhanced with the inclusion of widely differing features of the rugged glacier clad
Pickett Range in the west and the drier open range land in the east. (More, much
more in future N3C-News).
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